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Psychologist Anna Salter has been learning sexual offenders and their victims for a lot more than
20 years. What she has learned in countless hours of interviews with sexual predators-from
respected community leaders to clergymen and trusted family friends-will shock and outrage
visitors.What motivates sexual abusers?" Arguing that actually the most knowledgeable among
us can be fooled, Salter dispels the myths surrounding sexual predators and provides us the
tools to protect our family members and ourselves. As recent reports of abuse by priests have
shown, abusers often lead dual lives in their communities. Two young ladies repeatedly raped
before each other told Salter that their assaulter was "still moderator of the town meetings.
Drawing on the stories of abusers, told in their own words, Salter demonstrates sexual predators
use advanced deception techniques and deliberately rely on misconceptions encircling them to
evade discovery. A man who raped a lot more than ninety people tells how he fooled authorities
by inserting components of truth into his story. Why are so few caught?
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The bible on all aspects on child physical and sexual abuse Anna Salter really has written the
bible on pedophiles. I started reading last night and made it half way through.We am a teacher
in Catholic universities, a mom, a previous teacher of youth at risk college students, and a
divorced girl who went although family law courts over a custody fight of my six 12 months old
daughter. instructive This is simply not a book you will purchase for the enjoyment of reading.It
could also be great if there were more international support groups, books and online resources
listed.We also think this publication would benefit those families involved in family and criminal
rules proceedings, and also the judges, solicitors and barristers, etc who work them.My just
complaint about this reserve is that the figures are American based. I'd have liked a chapter
focused on the statistics worldwide, and the issues behind collecting these figures. A must read
Loved it Great publication, such a fan of Anne Salters work. In case you are a mother or father or
grandparent you should browse this publication to keep your son or daughter safe Leopards
don't switch their spots. age of consent in Australia is 16, but also for homosexual sex it really is
21.Why just 4 stars? I right now understand how this man also groomed my ex spouse, and how
my ex spouse still believed that this man was "good". That detracted from the designed message.
WARNING: It could be disturbing, the reality sometimes needs to be. It contains essential
perspective on how best to reduce vulnerability, and the idea of "identify" vs. "deflect" offers
been very helpful. This publication increased my consciousness as a petite girl (vulnerable in
proportions), as a parent (challenging places my children are participating), and as someone
involved in the faith community (where adults are entrusted with children). Especially when it
involves the safety and security of kids from these predators. Difficult content, but definitely
essential read for parents and professions who work with children! Very beneficial book. It
should not really be a reason behind you not to buy this book. I love that the writer sticks to the
reality and provides plenty of citations.. Teachers, social workers, police officers and parents all
stand to take advantage of the sound advice and practical information contained within. Every
parent should read. Exceptional book. Some say 1 in 4 some say 1 in 5 kids are sexuality
molested and several cases can be prevented by cautious parents.. Informative and Highly
Readable This book should be required reading for anyone who is charged with the safety and
well being of children. Hard Materials but Necessary Read This is an excellent book. Must read!
Evil is almost everywhere and sex crimes specifically child sex crimes are vastly unreported along
with rampant. Made me absolutely sick reading it but . Made me absolutely unwell reading it but
everyone should go through it. THE PROGRAM Truth about Abuse Let me just tell you that this is
probable the best book I've ever continue reading understanding abuse. I consider myself more
students of Spiritual Misuse (cults and so on) rather than Sexual Abuse, however, I could not
really put this reserve down. If you would like the plan truth about misuse, Anna Salter does not
restrain. I was impressed with the study and personal knowledge she has on the subject. This is a
great publication! I have been able to talk about some of the main points of the book with other
people who are perhaps too sensitive to subject matter themselves to all or any of the facts.
Despite it's distasteful subject material, this is an interesting and enlightening read... Sad, sad
topic - but Salter is an extremely good writer. I was doing work for some time with such
prisoners, and for me this book acted as helpful information to dealing with the psychopathic
mindset. Eye-opening, and goes quite a distance towards explaining how things like the Nassar
gymnastics scandal can happen (although Nassar isn't covered in the book). This custody fight
was also suffering from my very religious ex husband wanting our girl to have connection with
his greatest friend of 37 years (a violent guy towards women and children who enjoyed children
viewing him perform sex acts on his companions and enjoyed the possibility to be caught out by



kids while having sex along with his partners). Her years of knowledge and significant study have
enabled her to create a book that every parent should read. As such, I found this book very
helpful, instructive and - yes, shocking. Perhaps for me, the essential lesson I discovered was
that my caring mindset and attitude is definitely something similar to honey attracting a bee.
Very informational. This is of a "child" is also problematic as the age varies according to the legal
and sociable/educational/workplace context. A+ Best book about them Best book on the subject.
but I am happy that I did This book was very disturbing and difficult to learn, but I am glad that I
did so. I use families and children who've experienced sexual misuse and even though I am
constantly subjected to this content of what perpetrators do to children, I still experienced a
reaction to the content of the book. Excellent information Excellent information from an expert
that works with pedophiles and child sex molesters.g. Arrived on time. I found the book too
much reflected an american feminist stridency. Balanced, smart, insightful and to the idea. Anna
Salter's writing is amazing. (E. Excellent book. Perhaps that example should be rephrased: such
as a wounded gazelle attracting a vicious psychopathic hyena drooling over the victim. I highly
recommend it as it is effective to see ourselves about perpetrators' grooming behaviors to see
our communities and guard our children. It’s readable but hard material to sift through. It is a
truly fantastic book that switches into great lengths never to only describe how these predators
select and groom their victims, but how they often prevent prosecution. Must read for anybody
looking to expand their knowledge of criminal profiling, unusual psychology, or just their own
private information. I recommend this book to anyone learning psychology, social function,
education, criminal justice, criminology, nursing/medicine, and law. It’s wonderfully written. The
problem is real This is one of the best explorations of the terrible problem with sexual abuse
Victims of Predators - How to stop them! Although this is an extremely difficult at the mercy of
read, much less think about, the book is quite informative and vital that you those who have to
understand what these monsters do and can continue to do. It provide little hope that they can
alter. I am glad I got the book but elements of it is very disturbing. The knowledge could be
applied in all areas.
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